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Abstract 
We introduce a splitting operation for binary matroids which is a natural generalization of 
the splitting operation for graphs (Fleischner, 1990) and investigate some of its basic properties. 
Eulerian binary matroids are characterized in terms of the splitting operation. (~) 1998 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
We assume familiarity with the concepts of graph theory and refer the reader to [2] 
for basic definitions. The notion of splitting away a pair of edges from a vertex in a 
graph was introduced by Fleischner [1, p. 22] as follows: 
Let G be a connected graph and let v be a vertex of  degree at least three in G. 
I f  x = vvl and y = vv2 are two edges incident at a vertex v, then splitting away the pair 
x and y from the vertex v results in a new graph Gx, y obtained from G by deleting 
the edges x and y, and adding a new vertex Vx, y adjacent to vl and v2. We say 
that Gx, y has been obtained from G by splitting away the edges x and y. Moreover, 
the transition from G to Gx, y is called the splitting operation or splitting procedure. 
For practical purposes, we also denote the new edges Vx, yVl and Vx, yV2 in Gx, y by 
x and y, respectively. The graph G can be retrieved from Gx, y by identifying the 
vertices v and Vx, y. 
This construction is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Fleischner used this technique to characterize Eulerian graphs [2]. In fact, he proved 
the following: 
Theorem 1.1 (Fleischner [2, p. V. 6]). A 9raph G has an Eulerian trail i f  and only 
i f  G can be transformed into a cycle C through repeated applications of  the splitting 
procedure on vertices of  degree exceedin9 2. 
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In this paper we generalize this splitting operation to binary matroids and extend the 
result of  Fleischner. 
A matroid M on a set S is said to be Eulerian if S can be expressed as a union 
of  disjoint circuits of  M. I f  M has no circuits, then it is called a discrete matroid. 
We follow the notation and terminology of  [6]. 
2. Splitting operation for binary matroids 
In this section we introduce a splitting operation for binary matroids. 
Definition 2.1. Let M be a binary matroid on a set S and A be a matrix over GF(2) 
that represents the matroid M. Consider elements x and y of  M. Let Ax, y be the matrix 
that is obtained by adjoining an extra row to A with this row being zero everywhere 
except in the columns corresponding to x and y where it takes the value 1. Let Mx, y 
be the matroid represented by the matrix Ax, y. We say that Mx, y has been obtained 
from M by splitting the pair of elements x and y. The transition from M to Mx, y is 
called the splitting operation. 
In the next theorem, we show that the splitting operation in a binary matroid can be 
characterized in terms of circuits. It provides an alternative approach to this operation. 
In what follows, M(S, Cg) denotes a binary matroid on a set S together with a set cg 
of  circuits. 
Theorem 2.2. Let M =M(S,  Cg) be a binary matroM and x, yE  S. Then Mx, y=M(S ,  Cg ~) 
with (g~ = ~o U ¢~j where 
cg0 = {CECg Ix, yE  C or x, yVC};  
and % = { Ct U C2 ] C1, Cz E cg, C1 N C2 = O, x E C1, y E C2; and there is no C E ego such 
that C C_ CI U C2 }. 
Proofi It is easy to see that every element in c~/ is a circuit in M~,y. Now let C be 
a circuit in Mx, y. I f  x,y(~C then CEC~0. Suppose x, yEC.  Then consider the set of  
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column vectors of a matrix A (that represents M over GF(2)) corresponding to the 
elements of C. Clearly, either this set is minimal dependent or is a disjoint union of 
precisely two minimal dependent sets one containing x and the other containing y. 
Therefore C C %% or C C Z1. [] 
In the case of graphs the circuits of the graph Gx, y can be characterized in terms of 
circuits of G. 
Proposition 2.3. Let the graph Gx, y be obtained from the graph G by splitting away 
the pair of adjacent edges x and y. Then a subset C of edges of Gx, y is a circuit in 
Gx,, if and only if C satisfies one of the following conditions. 
(i) C is' a circuit in G containing x and y. 
(ii) C is a circuit in G containing neither x nor y. 
(iii) C : q U C2 where C1 and C2 are edge disjoint circuits of G with x~Ci,  yEC2; 
and Cl U C2 does not contain a circuit in G satisfying either (i) or (ii) above. 
On combining Theorem 2.2 with the Proposition 2.3, we deduce the following result. 
Theorem 2.4, / fM(G)  denotes the circuit matroid of a graph G, then for a pair of 
adjacent edges x and y in a graph G 
M(Gx, y)=(M(G))x,y. 
3. Properties of the splitting operation 
In this section we investigate some properties of the splitting operation. The following 
properties are immediate from the definition of the splitting operation. 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose M is a binary matroid on a set S. 
(i) I f  r (M) denotes the rank of a matroid M, then 
r(M)<,r(Mx, y)<~r(M) + 1 
for a pair of elements x and y of M. 
(ii) M =Mx, y for every pair of elements x and y if and only if either S is a circuit 
of M or M is a discrete matroid. 
(iii) For any two pairs of elements a,b, and x,y of M, 
(ma,b)x,y = (mx, y)a,b. 
Definition 3.2. Let M(S,W) be a matroid and xCS. Let C~x={CcCglxEC }. For 
x, y C S, we say that x is equivalent o y, written as x ~ y if Cgx :~v .  The relation 
is an equivalence relation on the set S. The equivalence class of x is denoted 
by [x]M. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let M(S ,~)  be a binary matroid and x, yCS.  Then the following state- 
ments hold. 
(i) x ~ y in Mx, y. 
(ii) x ~ y in M i f  and only i f  M :- Mx, y. 
(iii) I f  x ~ y in M, then x ~ y in Mx~,y~ for any pair o f  elements Xl and yl orS.  
(iv) For x l ,y l ,x2 ,y2ES,  i f  xj ~x2 and y~ ~y2 in M, then Mx,,y~ =Mx:,y2. 
The proofs of these statements are routine. 
Lemma 3.4. Let M(S ,~)  be a binary matroid and x, yES .  Then 
[xlM t_) [Y]M = IX]M,,,. 
Proof. It is clear that [x]M t3 [y]u C [x]~t,,. Suppose zE[x]u, . .  Assume that no circuit 
of  M contains z. Then no circuit of Mx, y contains z. Consequently, there is no circuit 
of Mx, y containing either x or y. Therefore either no circuit of  M contains x, or no 
circuit of  M contains y. Thus z E [x]M U [Y]M. On the other hand if a circuit of  M 
contains z, and z f[[x]M U [Y]M then there exist circuits Cl and C2 of M such that 
x, z E C1 but y ¢~ Cl, and y, z E C2 but x ~ C2. But then by the construction of M~, y, we 
get a circuit of Mx, y containing x and y but not z; a contradiction. [] 
4. Applications 
Eulerian binary matroids can be characterized in terms of the splitting operation. 
Observe that a binary matroid M is Eulerian if and only if the sum of the column 
vectors of a matrix that represents M over GF(2) is zero. This leads us to the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let M be a binary matroid on a set S and x, y E S. Then M is Eulerian 
i f  and only i f  Mx, y is Eulerian. 
We now generalize Theorem 1.1 to binary matroids. 
Theorem 4.2. A binary matroid M on a set S is Eulerian if  and only if  M can 
be transformed by repeated applications of  the splitting operation into a matroid in 
which S is a circuit. 
Proof. Let M be an Eulerian binary matroid on a set S. Then by repeated applications 
of the splitting operation using pairs of non-equivalent elements, we arrive at a matroid 
M / in which all the elements of S are equivalent. By Proposition 3.1(ii), either S 
is a circuit in M / or M t is a discrete matroid. But M t cannot be discrete, for by 
Theorem 4.1, the Eulerian property is preserved under the splitting operation. Therefore 
S must be a circuit in M ~. 
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Converse part is an easy consequence of the Theorem 4.1. [] 
Remark. By Proposition 3.1(i), r(Mx, y)=r(M)+ 1 for any pair of  non-equivalent 
elements x and y. Therefore, if M is an Eulerian binary matroid of rank k on a set S 
and ISI--n, then the minimum number of splitting operations required to arrive at a 
matroid in which S is a circuit is n -k  - 1. 
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